September 2019

EMERGENCY GENERATOR & AUTOMATIC TRANSFER SWITCH (ATS) TESTING SCHEDULE

NOTE: The State of California Title 19 requires a monthly test of Emergency Generators ATS (Automatic Transfer Switch) Switch.

Only the Emergency Electrical Circuits are interrupted during this test.

The testing procedure requires a 10-second outage of the Emergency Circuits as they switch from the normal electrical power source over to the Emergency Generator.

During these tests the Emergency Circuits are powered by the Generator for approximately 30 minutes.

At the end of the test, a 1-second outage will occur as the system switches from the Emergency Generator back to the normal utility power source.

(NT): Generators will be tested, ATS switches will not be tested at this time.
(T): ATS to be tested and operated as scheduled.

Tuesday September 3rd
(NT): 5am-6am, Medical Sciences A MS-A 813, 2 ATS switches
(NT): 5am-6am, Medical Sciences A Administration 815
(NT): 6am-7am, Medical Sciences C MS-C 821, 2 ATS switches
(NT): 6am-7am, Medical Sciences B MS-B 811
(T): 6am-7am, Medical Sciences D, Cheney Hall 825
(T): 6am-7am, Medical Sciences E MS-E 827, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Plumwood House PH (Hitachi) 829, 2 ATS switches

Wednesday September 4th
(T): 4am-5am, Beckman Laser Institute BLI 817, 1 ATS switch
(T): 5am-6am, Medical Surge 1 MS1 810
(T): 5am-6am, Medical Surge II MS2 812, 2 ATS switches
(T): 5am-6am, Berk Hall BH 802
(T): 6am-7am, Crawford Hall CH 903, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Bren Events Center 901, 1 ATS switch

Thursday September 5th
(T): 5am-6am, McGaugh Hall MH 503, 6 ATS switches
(T): 6am-7am, Schneiderman Lecture Hall HSLH 501, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Biological Sciences III BS3 519, 2 ATS switches
Friday September 6th
(T): 5am-6am, Contemporary Arts Center 721, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Rowland Hall RH 400, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Reines Hall 401, 1 ATS switch

Monday September 9th
(T): 5am-6am, Social Science Laboratory SSL 202, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Information & Computer Science ICS 302, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Engineering Tower ET 303, 1 ATS switch

Tuesday September 10th
(T): 5am-6am, Irvine Hall 835 (West generator/1st Floor), 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Irvine Hall 835 (East generator/2nd Floor), 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Environmental Health & Safety Facility 41, 1 ATS switch

Wednesday September 11th
(T): 6am-7am, Gross Hall 845 (ON Lighting ATS Only), 2 ATS switches
(T): 7am-8am, Cal It2 325, 2 ATS switches
(T): 7am-8am, Bren Hall DBH 314, 2 ATS switches
(T): 7am-8am, Engineering III 308, 2 ATS switches

Thursday September 12th
(T): 5am-6am, Student Center SC 113, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Aldrich Hall ALH (Administration) 111, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Social Science Plaza A SSPA 211, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Social Science Lecture Hall SSLH 212
(T): 7am-8am, Social & Behavioral Sciences 214, 2 ATS switches
(T): 7am-8am, Social Science Plaza B SSPB 213
(T): 7am-8am, Social Ecology II SE2 215

Monday September 16th
(T): 5am-6am, Science Library SLIB 520, 2 ATS switches
(T): 6am-7am, Natural Sciences I NS1 517, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Natural Sciences II NS2 402, 2 ATS switches
(T): 7am-8am, Physical Sciences High Bay 404
(T): 7am-8am, Croul Hall CRH 417, 2 ATS switches

Tuesday September 17th
(T): 5am-6am, Social Ecology I SE 210, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Multipurpose Academic & Admin Bldg. MPAA 2, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Social Science Parking Structure SSPS, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Berkeley Place BP 3, 4
(T): 7am-8am, Education (Berkeley Pl. North) 3
(T): 7am-8am, Law (Berkeley Pl. South) 4, 1 ATS switch
Wednesday September 18th
(T): 5am-6am, Anteater Instr. & Research Bldg AIRB 653, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Anteater Parking Structure APS, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Engineering Gateway EG 321, 1 ATS switch

Thursday September 19th
(T): 5am-6am, Langson Library LLIB 102, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Business Unit I 221, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Central Plant CP 902, 1 ATS switch

Monday September 23rd
(NT): 5am-6am, Gillespie Research Fac. GNRF 837, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Sprague Hall SPH 839, 3 ATS switches
(T): 6am-7am, Medical Education Building 836, 2 ATS switches
(NT): 7am-8am, Hewitt Research Hall HRH 843, 2 ATS switches

Tuesday September 24th
(T): 5am-6am, Trevor Theatre CTT 711, 1 ATS switch
(T): 6am-7am, Steinhaus Hall SH 502, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Bonney Research Laboratory BRL 512, 1 ATS switch
(T): 7am-8am, Qureshey Research Laboratory QRL 506, 1 ATS switch

Wednesday September 25th
(T): 4am-5am, Student Health Center SHC 5, 1 ATS switch
(T): 5am-6am, Anteater Recreation Center ARC 680, 1 ATS Switch
(T): 6am-7am, Division of Continuing Education DCE 8, 1 ATS Switch
(T): 7am-8am, Police 7, 1 ATS switch
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